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We have now been in Cornwall four full days and I put pen to paper and Beryl types before first 

impressions fade and we become more Cornish than Australian!!!!!   

 

The trip from All saints, London Colney began at 5.45 am Sat am to beat the traffic (we thought) We 

headed off on the M25 in the wrong direction for a few minutes!!.  Not a good idea really. We arrived 

at Hayle at 3.15pm after a long day on the road. (9½ hours for a 5 hour trip normally. We passed road 

signs beckoning us to buy English strawberries, potatoes and home made rocking horses.  Stonehenge 

appeared from nowhere in an open paddock without warning and good have belonged to any old 

farmer really.  This is where the traffic started queuing.  An abominable practice for Aussies,who came 

from the open roads and spaces of the Wakefield Plains. 

 

I know why they call the Copper triangle “Little Cornwall” – this is the land of little cars, little roads 

and houses with long traffic queues. eg cars bumper to bumper for as far as the eye can see. We slowly 

creep around roundabouts and merge from double to single lanes!!!!  Managing this will certainly be 

a major cultural adjustment. My Cornish informers just did not prepare us for a warm Bank holiday 

exodus of people to country Cornwall.   

 

Everyone here seems to accept this Cornish congestion as a normal way of life in the summer.. An 

Australian U turn here would be an unthinkable practice.  Our goal was to keep our precious hire car 

in one piece while we had it. We turned off the roadway for breakfast and followed signs into a village 

where the community were using their Church hall to make a few pounds. Allan and Betty Thomas, 

John and Lorna Coombe were awaiting our arrival. – always a nice feeling. The church looked smaller 

than we imagined. The lightness of the cute Manse with its white walls and low ceilings had an instant 

appeal. Beryl was less impressed with the rainbow range of carpets and flimsy curtains. After sharing 

Cornish saffron cake and a cuppa Beryl’s uncanny skill for making something out of very little, went 

to work.  The provisions in the Manse are very adequate, our bed is a blessing as is the new modern 

kitchen. It was the quickest unpack in a Manse we have ever experienced. Just two large suitcases and 

that was it.  The itinerant apostolic ministry revisited!!! but we are starting to adjust to the idea of just 

having pen, paper, Bible and a very 

big God in side of us, in a very big 

world. 

 

Hayle is like a large country 

town. Its industrial history hangs 

heavy with old disused foundries 

and foreshore buildings scattered in 

disarray and with stones stained by 

the rain and moisture that hangs in 

frequent mists.  The locals seem to 

know each other well and have a 

rough lay back manner and dress.  

They smoke more than we do in 

Australia and make black pots of tea 

and talk quickly. 

  



The 60 year old ‘check-out chick’ calls us “me love” and “me ‘ansome” . The undertaker phoned 

today. I could not understand one word of his opening sentence!!!  We attended church Sunday 

morning and endured being the spectacle and the new faces on the block, however the warmth of 

their welcome was appreciated. Cornwall’s agricultural chaplain took the service and led 

communion.  We walked the foreshore street of terraced houses to the haunting screech of the 

English sea birds always flying overhead and much bigger than our sea gulls. The tide was out 

leaving scores of fishing boats on the drab, muddy bottom of the harbour wharf. 

 

Character, character, but the 

place has character, a run down 

oldness, grey granite houses are 

brightened by hanging baskets 

of flowers that are rather 

spectacular. Copperhouse and 

Phillack are suburb names that 

were mentioned in my great 

great grandfather’s will as 

places where his two sisters 

resided. Needless to say they 

have come alive for me in a 

remarkable way. I phoned Mrs 

Beavis at 14 Hayle Terrace, a 

distant relative, I have sent 

Christmas cards too her for 

years, but I never personally 

met. We have arranged a cuppa for Monday night. Isn’t the providence of God an amazing thing?  I 

could be anywhere in the UK but I have been sent to Hayle where there have been previous 

family connections God is good. 

 

The sheer enjoyment of the surrounds, the accent of the people and the different world has brought 

a sort of permanent smile. The St 

Piran’s flag, the smell of fish from 

roadside stalls, the 94 year old George 

who has cooked us pasties for lunch 

are all a delight.  While we have 

struggled to untangle phone lines for 

work and emails, the multi function 

fax, photocopier and answering 

machine, yet all is well. 

 

We returned our rented car today and 

picked blackberries in the heart of the 

city of Truro.(near the rail station) We 

enjoyed them for tea with Cornish 

clotted cream.  How does that 

sound!!!!!! 

Yesterday we went to crowded 

Penzance to arrange car insurance. We had visited both places in 1990 and again never in a thousand 

years thought we would ever return.  Took over an hour to do 8 miles!!!! Our little red car is good. 

 

 



 

 

That’s enough for now.  Still working on the bank account!!!!  No easy task here in the UK. 

Those jolly terrorists have made their impact here re these procedures. 

 

 

We have a lovely garden and a tree full of bright red apples. A real luxury here.  We will 

contact you more personally as we settle in and get the red tape finalised 

 

Meur ras   (Great grace in Cornish). 

 

          Ted and Beryl 

 

Forgot to say that the Great Western Railway to Cornwall literally goes right by our 

bedroom. We are next to the rail line. First train at 5.20 am and last at 11.15pm. About a dozen or 

more trains a day!! Don’t need an alarm clock!! 

 

  


